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want to replace the 4th character in a
string with the 3rd character plus "-".
Example: if the 4th character in a string is
an "A", then I want the string to be
changed to "A-". I want to do this so I can
change the string to "Nelson". So if I have
a string like "sQNelLON", I want that to
change to "sQNelLON". My code is: while
(str[i]!= "0") { //change character of
string if it = "A" to "A-"; if (str[i] == "A") {
str[i] = "A-" } } A: Note: The following
answer was written when the OP had the
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problem of not knowing what this
question means. Now that the question
has been edited, it's hard to see what the
real problem was and so I don't know if I
should edit the answer or leave it. If you
want to replace a character X at a specific
location in a string, then the first thing
you would want to do is find out where it
is, and then you can: Replace X with X-;
Or, if X is on a non-numerical character
(i.e. "A" or "I" or "O" etc.), then use a
function like strchr() to find it; Or, if X is
on a numerical character, then convert X
into a numerical value, 0cc13bf012
A: I suggest you to use NuGet. Update package content - Full list of languages package - Good
tutorial Sergio Llull Sergio Llull Lloris (born 10 September 1954) is a Spanish former professional
footballer who played as a central defender. The best of his 17-year professional career was with
Zaragoza – with which he was crowned Segunda División best defender during three seasons – one
of the last in the sixth tier. Llull started out at modest RC Deportivo, moving to FC Barcelona's youth
academy shortly after. In January 1980 he joined Real Zaragoza, going on to be the starter in 37 of
his 49 games in his only season with the club, which ended in relegation. Aged only 24, Llull signed
for fellow league side CD Numancia, competing in the top tier for the first time in his career, being
very important for the side which won the league title in 1985–86. He returned to Zaragoza for the
following campaign, but at the age of 28 ended up in the third division as mainstay player of Oviedo
CF, retiring in 1991. Llull represented Spain at the 1980 European Championships. Honours Zaragoza
Segunda División: 1980–81 Numancia Segunda División: 1985–86 References External links
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